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Cover Photo:Dave Laughery of Fredericksburg,
Pennsylvania, USA shares his story on the creation
of his N scale layout.

Rail Modeller Australia magazine is now a
global publication with downloads across the
world. In this issue, we are fortunate to have
articles from readers in the USA including,
some local content. Reaching a peak of nearly
thirty thousand downloads earlier this year
was a humbling experience for our small team
of volunteers, but the donations only totalled
AUD$17.00. As the world starts to live with
the pandemic, downloads have fallen, and
contributions are showing a downward trend
also. The magazine's future still hangs on the
support of readers who donate to help us keep
the magazine going and the advertisers who
have put their faith in this venture. This issue
will be our tenth publication and is the
culmination of considerable effort from three
volunteers and our authors who have been
willing to share their stories with you. We are
keen to continue with the magazine; however,
we will need to make some changes in 2022
to support the magazine financially. More
information on these changes will be
advertised on the website.

We are now heading into the Christmas
period, and this year, we may be able to share
quality time with our loved ones. So, on
behalf of the magazine, the editorial team, our
advertisers, and the amazing authors, we wish
you all the best for the festive season and look
forward to better times in the new year.
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A Train of Thought

Above: Silverton Tramway W class Locomotive is a feature
of the Sulphide St Museum in Broken Hill. The museum
has an extensive collection of railway stock including a
Silver City Comet.

Photo: R L Taylor



This publication nor the editor accept any responsibility for the accuracy or reliability of articles or advertising contained within these pages. We do not
necessarily subscribe to the views or opinions expressed or implied by contributors or advertisers. The publication does not guarantee either expressed or
implied to the good conduct or practices of those who advertise in this publication.We reserve the right at all times to refuse acceptance of material that is
considered to be unsatifactory for publication.
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*CYCLISTS AVAILABLE ONLY IN HO SCALE

CHECK OUT OUR YOUTUBE CHANNEL AT KLATCHCO56

ONLINE SALES THROUGH

WWW.MAGNORAILOZ.COM.AU

BRING THE MAGIC OF

TO YOUR LAYOUT OR DIORAMA
SCALE CYCLISTS* ACTUALLY PEDAL THEIR WAY THROUGH LAYOUTS
AND VEHICLES DRIVE THEIR WAY AROUND ROADWAYS WHILST,
SPEEDBOATS OR YACHTS CAN CRUISE LAKES OR PONDS.

WORKS WITH ALL SCALES*
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https://www.magnorailoz.com.au
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https://www.jurgenengel.com
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mailto:intotrains@gmail.com
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Dave Laughery of Fredericksburg, Pennsylvania,
USA has been a modeller and train buff for most
of his life.

Like many of us, he works with limitations of
available space and time.

HOW IT STARTED
I got my first model trains for Christmas in 1958.
It was a Varney HO set and included a circle of
track to run the engine and three cars.

Engines and rolling stock were added over the
years and many layouts were started, but never
finished.

College and a teaching position got in the way of a
serious attempt at a finished layout. The trains were
packed away until the day that space and finances
would be available.

In late 1968, I discovered an N scale Pennsylvania
RR passenger train set made in Italy by Rivarossi.
It was sold under the Atlas name here in the USA.

Fig 1 - This is one very busy layout with lots of vignette
scenes. The use of slight angles to the square edges and the
use of curves enhances the sense of length.

DAVE’S EXCELLENT N SCALEDAVE’S EXCELLENT N SCALE
RAILROAD ADVENTURERAILROAD ADVENTURE

The set consisted of an engine, three passenger cars
and a circle of track. On a beginning teacher’s
salary, my budget would take a tremendous hit but I
had to have that set.

The tiny trains ran on a small oval of track on a
small piece of plywood that I stashed under the bed
in my apartment. As finances permitted, I added to
my collection. I knew that some day I would build
the “perfect” N scale layout.

At the end of the 1990s I had to help a good friend
demolish his room size N scale layout. Years of
work ended in a pile of scrap lumber in the centre of
the room. Very little of the scenery and track was
salvageable. That night I resolved that my “some
day” layout would never come to such an end.

I began formulating the concepts of a layout and
realized that first, it had to be portable and small
enough that two people could lift it.

Fig 2 - Note the highlights and varying tone on the granite
rock work, along with the barely clinging on vegetation.

The Bangor and Aroostook was a regional railroad in the US
state of Maine. The BAR was notable for its use of older
locos well past the accepted economic life of those engines.
The BAR became a mecca for railfans in North America.
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Secondly, it had to fit in my VW bus should I ever
need to move it. I wanted to be able to run two
trains independently and I wanted to have a lot of
bridges! The time had come to start the project I
had been putting off for almost thirty years.

THE LAYOUT
Over the years, I had filled a folder with layout
designs. One design somehow always ended up on
top of the file. I knew I had to draw it full size to
confirm that track and turnout placement would be
“doable.”

I drew the track plan on a sheet of clear material
and used the overhead projector in my classroom
to enlarge it to full size. The plan nicely filled a
three foot by six foot piece of craft paper taped to
the blackboard. The plan and the size matched my
ideal layout's concepts exactly.

The layout uses L-girder frame construction. Luan
plywood, which in North America is used for the
underlay of vinyl flooring, supports track and
turnouts. The full size plan was used to trace the
design directly to the plywood.

Risers from the L-girders set elevations and all the
elements were screwed together. The structure is
light in weight and extremely rigid.

Fig. 3 - Not a usual view of a layout. Dave showed fore
sight in recording and even more importantly, keeping the
image for us to peruse.

The cutting of the plywood has been done with the “Cookie
Cutter” method using a jigsaw. The continuous ply gives a
steady flexible surface for gradient changes.

The track and turnouts are Atlas brand and secured
directly to the plywood. I attached the track using
HO spikes. A diagonal cutter snipped off the spike
heads, and the spikes then had a small burr that
caught the little holes in the plastic ties. The spikes
were then flush and not visible.

I used a dark tan colour to paint the track. Ballasting
would finally secure the track after scenery was
done.

Fig. 4 - No prizes for deducing that Dave loves bridges!
Similar scenes occur often in North America where
competing railroads venture close to each other. That water is
superb!

Scenery contours were formed by applying plaster
gauze over balled up newspaper. Rocks were cast in
rubber molds using a light-weight plaster.

Scenic ground foams and trees and vegetation were
applied to the plaster shell. Ballasting the track was
the final step.

BUILDINGS.
Making the buildings was a fun part of this layout
for me. The areas where structures were to be placed
were done as self-contained units. I cut a piece of
styrene plastic the size and shape of the area and
tried different structure arrangements until I was
happy.

Painting, streets and kerbs, figures, vehicles, and any
other details were added while sitting at the desk and
the completed scene was added to the layout using a
flexible glue. All of the layout's scenes are easily
removable, should the need ever arise.

I am very fond of bridges, and I have many on the
layout. Many of them were custom built for specific
locations, given the curves and less than geometric
track plan.
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Fig. 5 - One of the self contained building areas
which is on a removable base. The portability is
good when a repair may be necessary in the area,
such as correcting a frequent derailment.

Fig. 6 - The same scene on the bench. This
makes it a lot easier than trying to install the
structures in place, directly on the layout.

TRAINS AND ROLLING STOCK
When I started the layout, I was not modelling a
specific prototype. Like many model train buffs, I
had a collection of various road names. As an
extreme, it was not unusual to see a Pennsylvania
Railroad passenger train running on one track and
a Santa Fe freight train on the other.

A trip one summer, to the northern state of Maine,
let me admire the blue engines and the red, white,
and blue “State of Maine” box cars running on the
Bangor &Aroostook railroad. I was hooked and
modelled the BAR and the Maine Central railroads
for many years.

I especially enjoyed custom painting and decaling
engines and freight cars for these Maine railroads.
If you were visiting today, you would see Conrail
and Amtrak trains running on the layout.

I still have the PRR passenger cars from that first N
scale set and sometimes I will run a Pennsylvania
train just for fun.

Fig. 7 - The larger town area is in the back area.
Shown from this side of the layout, this is a far
different scene to...

Fig. 8 - … the town scene on the bench. The
ability to lift the scene in and out would definitely
be an advantage with the building placement and
further down the track, replacement.

CONCLUSION
Today, if someone were to ask me if the layout is
finished, I would probably have to say no. Over
thirty years and three moves, the layout has seen
many changes.

Some were little changes and others much more
elaborate. Moving a structure or adding details
happens often. Today the N scale hobby is
spectacular compared to the offerings of even thirty
years ago, let alone just over fifty when I bought
that first set.

I hope you have enjoyed the visit!
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Fig. 9 – Left. Two BAR
trains are on their way
around the layout.

The bridge construction
shows a “company feel”
given the similarities of the
girders, pylons and
bracing.

Each bridge has its own
characteristics when
placed in its individual
location.

Literally every corner on
this layout has something
“going on” which keeps
the interest of the onlooker.

Fig. 10 – In this scene, a worker is
shuffling a road delivery on a trolley,
suggesting “busy-ness”.

The visual separation by gradient, with
the tracks at different elevations, is of
interest as is the tone of the different
foliage growths in the foreground.

Fig. 11 – Below. Another view of
Dave’s bridges. All are similar but note
the different abutments and retaining
walls. Dave was obviously doing some
work where track needed protection in
the top left.

Fig. 12 – Below Right. The scene of
Figure 10 is disturbed by the passage
of the freight – not that we mind.



Above: Southbrook Dock is a superb example of using the basic Inglenook design with well executed scenery to create a
visually pleasing layout. We will be featuring this layout in a future issue.

If you are limited for space or time to build a large layout then perhaps an Inglenook
layout would be a great alternative for you. Inglenook layouts do not take up a large
amount of space, they can be built in any scale, and are cost effective to build. Often
referred to as a shunting puzzle layout, they provide tremendous operating potential.
Inglenook layouts can be a springboard to a larger layout or a
great base for a scenic diorama.

ABOUT INGLENOOK SIDINGS
Inglenook Sidings, created by Alan Wright (1928 - January 2005), an English locomotive designer , is a
model railway shunting puzzle. Consisting of a simple track plan which allows the operator an endless
amount of shunting operations. Simple in concept and economical on track and materials, Inglenook Sidings
has been adapted and modified for use around the world. The diagram shown here is based on the original
concept.
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Andrew Alves describes his “Inglenook” style layout. The shorter
design has lost none of the spirit of the original concept.
The photos have been taken by John Lewis

Fig.1 - The entire railway and what a great diorama it makes! Andrew has focused our attention on the bright green loco and
yellow wagon by using subtle earth tones on the rest of the layout. This looks quite realistic from a viewing distance.
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“COPLEY HILL”
My father gave me my first electric train set 65
years ago in England. It was a Hornby Dublo 3 rail
oval with one siding. New locomotives, rolling
stock and track were received as Christmas or
birthday gifts.

The last of these was one of the first Hornby 2 rail
0-6-0 shunter locomotives. It is still in working
order and set up as a model railway in an 8 x12 ft
(2.4 x 3.6m) garden shed.

The set lived in my old school trunk from 1970,

when I started work, until I retired to be with our
children and grandchildren in Queensland, in
January 2014.

In the 7 years since we moved from the UK to
Australia, I have built three different layouts in the
shed.

The artistic aspects of constructing the scenery at a
minimum cost, the challenge of designing a
workable track configuration and utilising and re-
purposing scrap, maintains my interest.



The first layout featured both the two and three rail
systems. However after I was offered extra Hornby
Dublo track, locomotives and rolling stock from a
friend, my second and third layouts only featured
the three rail track.

My latest shed layout took a year to construct and
was completed in February 2021. I have enjoyed
regular running sessions and testing the efficiency
of the design.

My two rail models were not being used and space

for a second layout was very restricted. I had seen
many dioramas on model railway web sites and I
was impressed with the detail the modellers were
able to achieve, in a small layout area. I decided to
have a go at building one.

I found a piece of MDF board 36x20 inches (90 x
50 cms) left over from a domestic task.

I covered it with expanded polystyrene from some
furniture packaging and coated the whole layout in
a mud brown acrylic paint.
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Fig. 2 - Ready to couple to its train, the venerable 0-6-0 takes a breather while the crew are probably having a crib break.
Andrew’s use of scratch built details, the crane, the station platform and buildings, combine with each other really well here.
Note the ‘fading” hills in the background, giving a real sense of distance.

My idea was to create a simple halt station with a
couple of sidings for shunting. Subsequently I saw
an Inglenook Siding Layout featured in an on-line
blog and discovered that I was constructing a small
version of this puzzle.

The original was the brainchild of Alan Wright. His
design uses 8 wagons and there are 6,720 different
shunting orders possible. Copley Hill is limited to

5 trucks at a maximum and one locomotive.
This still provides hundreds of shunting
combinations.

An operator can increase the challenge by requiring
a maximum number of locomotive movements or
set a time limit to successfully assemble the train in
the right order.



Fig. 3 All ready to go!
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The track is Peco flex track with
two Peco points pinned and the ballast stuck with
diluted PVA. The ballast, roads and yard are made
from grit which I sifted to get different grades.

To make the landscape, polystyrene packaging was
carved, covered with some plaster of Paris then
painted and coated with sawdust. The fencing was
made from matchsticks and cotton thread or strips
of balsa wood.

The coal bunkers are discarded Peco sleepers. The
trees are either of stripped and twisted electric wire
or cuttings from the garden which were covered
with fine strips of kitchen paper and spray painted.

Bushes are ground foam from Woodland Scenics,
glued with PVA. The buildings were assembled
from commercial or free print outs available to
download, and made using scrap bits and pieces.

The balsa wood crane was designed after research
using photos on the web. I made the coal with
chunks of rubber from a discarded thong. The
tarpaulin is old emery paper around expanded
polystyrene.

The points are manually operated. The loco is
powered by a 12-volt remote DC controller linked
to connectors on the side of the layout. The
locomotive itself is my original Hornby 0-6-0
shunter. The rolling stock consists of two grain
hoppers, two open wagons and a brake van.

I can recommend an Inglenook style layout for
people with limited space or a limited budget.

“Copley Hill” has been fun to build and operate,
and is providing plenty of entertainment when we
are locked down with travel restrictions. It has
been a great project to enjoy railway modelling in
between the bigger layout rebuilds.

Fig. 3 - A busy morning at Copley Hill
as shunting in the yard is in full
swing. The yard foreman is opening
the gate as the truck driver prepares to
make his way out for the days run.
This is such a busy scene, and
shows what can be achieved in a
small space.



Left: The track plan of Copley Hill showing the
dimensions of the layout. The drawing highlights
the small cost outlay required to create a functional
layout. Two points and a minimum of track means
this design could be easily constructed in a few
hours.
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Fig. 3 - A “from behind the layout” aerial view with the
tank loco tending to an open wagon with tarpaulin and a
brake van. The station platform is very lightly weathered
to make a very effective looking surface.

Fig. 5 - Despite the compressed size of Andrew’s version of an Inglenook, this scene, like Figure 1, absolutely oozes
a rustic atmosphere. The shelter looks as if it has seen better days and the fence posts are not geometric.

Fig. 4 - An overhead view of the railway. The bottom left
corner could very easily go to a fiddle yard or connect to
another layout.



FUTURE PLANS
Although I built this
layout as an OO scale
project, I am currently
stripping the layout to
bare bones so I can
alternate the scales
between OO scale and
O scale (7mm to the
foot) Narrow Gauge.

Apart from the change of Rolling stock, all I will
need to do is change the buildings and figurines as
the track gauge is the same for both scales. I already
have a range of O16.5 rolling stock and locos which
I can use for this change.

My Inglenook has been a hit with all ages trying to
solve the different puzzles.

MAKING AN EXHIBITION INGLENOOKMAKING AN EXHIBITION INGLENOOK

Ted Allan shows us his Inglenook project layout as a work in progress...Ted Allan shows us his Inglenook project layout as a work in progress...

My “Inglenook” was started back in 2017 so that I
could take a small portable layout to exhibitions and
counter the “influence” of the big layouts. It was
also intended to allow visitors to have a go at
solving a puzzle and running a train.

To allow this, I printed the photos showing the
sides of the rolling stock to be used on the layout,
so that wagon numbers did not have to be found by
the general public.

I use the photos as a “playing deck” of “cards” so
that a train can be shunted after shuffling them and
randomly picking the order of the cars. The wagons
are all different types of rolling stock and the loco is
an 0-6-0 “Terrier” type named “Portishead”.

I deliberately have kept it as an eye level viewing
layout that can be placed on any table. The operator
can sit at the front with the shunting instructions
being the order of the picked photo cards.

CONSTRUCTION
The frame was 3x1 (70 x 19) pine on the underside
with two 2x1(42 x 19mm) cross members. The deck
is a 12mm marine ply piece which I recycled from
another project.

The overall size is 4ft x 1 ft (1200mm x 300mm)
which will fit into most cars and is easily shifted by
one person.

The track work is Peco Code 100 laid on “Track
Rite” road bed. The electrics are simple, two wires
to the head shunt and the points are manual.

The only deviation I made from the original design
plan was the head shunt which I shortened from a
loco and 3 vehicles to a loco and 2 vehicles.

So far, the original layout has gone to four or five
exhibitions. It has been placed on a table with
supervised shunting while I have been making
more buildings with the “Linka” Brand Plaster
casting system.

Fig. 1 – Ted printed these pictures of his rolling stock. Five
“cards” are dealt for any puzzle and the object is to make a
train in the “one road” with the 5 vehicles in order.

Figs. 2 &3 – The views
from either end of the
layout.

The plywood has been
painted a base brown
colour. This could easily
be covered with ground
foam, bushes or shrubs
when the layout is fully
scenicked.
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The object of the “game” is to get all your wagons or
cars in order and in the correct sidings. You have to
do this in the quickest time, making the fewest
switching moves and operating like the prototype.

Randomly shuffling of cards in this way will ensure
a seemly unlimited number of combinations of your
trains. An Inglenook can provide a challenge on a
layout or fun in a small portable space.

BUT IS IT PROTOTYPICAL?
While you might not have thought of them that way,
there have been a number of “Inglenooks” in
prototype railway yards.

As an apprentice on the South Australian Railways
in 1971, I spent many lunch times at Islington
Station. The loco which hauled the Mitcham Works
train in the morning would arrive back about
12.10pm with a transfer run to the Container depot
which was over Regency Road from the works.

It would arrive and proceed over Regency Road
before reversing into the container depot. There were
no leading points at the Adelaide end for this
operation. Behind the station as I recall, there were
two passing loops, a head shunt/yard lead at the
Adelaide end and two or three sidings into the
container depot.

Once it cleared the road, the loco would then run
around its train, shunt the container depot, depositing
and/or picking up wagons then departing 25 minutes
later. The “East-West” to Port Pirie thundered
through at 12:38 after which the work siren would
sound and it was time to get back to work.

It was fascinating to watch and I learnt a lot by
observing the drivers with their brake actions and
train handling. It was educational watching the safe
working practices, signalling, the wheels slip under
heavy loads and general operations.

AN EASY TO PLAY INGLENOOK GAME
Wayside freight trains on Australian railways were
marshalled so that the cars were in order of their
destination. This made shunting the freight cars
easier at each station or siding stop. It also avoided
unintended damage to other loading.

Shunting freight cars on an Inglenook yard is
fairly easy. A simple scheme is to make up cards
with the road numbers of each freight car or
wagon on each card. Shuffle your cards and pick
the first six or seven cards. They will be the cars
which will be shunted into “siding 1” in the order
you picked them. The others will form a cut of
cars in the second siding, but also in the order of
the shuffled cars.
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YOU MAY ACTUALLY HAVE ONE WITHOUT KNOWING IT

Trevor Gibbs finds an Inglenook on his St. Agnes Railway



The TNT depot is no more, and the area has been
cleared and redeveloped. A new container depot
was built to the west of the works site.

AN “INGLENOOK” ON THE “ST. AGNES”
My “St Agnes Railway” was not designed to be an
Inglenook layout. However there is a section of
the yard and a yard lead that has been used as a
“quasi Inglenook”. While I did not set out to make
it that way, it incorporates an alternative operation
for me to have fun with, on an operation oriented
layout.

Fig. 3 - The plan of the St Agnes Railway. It does not look
at all like an Inglenook puzzle. Over its existence, this
layout has actually had 3 areas that could have been used
as the famous switching puzzle.

The setting is similar to the original Inglenook
design in that I have 4 sidings of differing length.
The yard lead or “head shunt” is limited by a
given point on the track, which is the “Yard Limit”
I have set for the shunting.

The group of four dead end sidings are used on the
“St Agnes” to make up East bound trains. This
can start with the caboose or van at the end of the
track.

These tracks can hold up to 23 or 24 cars so there
are indeed many more combinations possible than
the “Standard Inglenook”.

Fig. 4 - The blue line shows the switching puzzle area. It
takes some discipline to keep within the boundaries set for
the trains. The capacity of the sidings from the top is 5, 5, 6
and 7 freight cars respectively.

In my layout’s previous location, there was a stub
ended fiddle yard coming off at point G. The track
leading into that siding could also be used as a yard
lead, so at any one time, two operators could be
working TWO similar yards.

Fig. 5 - This diagram shows the West St. Agnes/ Reginald
Bridge/ Vista/ Fiddle yard. The yard limit sign was placed
about where the black line finishes at the left. I could not fit
this yard into the train room inside our new house but I still
have plenty of operating scenarios.

At one time, a series of dead ends also came off the
layout at point D . The Yard lead for it was set at
point E. That area was only used for the shunting
puzzle or as an interchange, unlike the West St.
Agnes yard in the Fig. 4 version where trains
actually ran to or from the “towns” that I imagined
to be there.

So there you have it, fun with a few lengths of track
and a couple of turnouts. We will be seeing several
variations of the Inglenook theme in future issues
of Rail Modeller Australia.

Fig. 2 – The TNT (Thomas Nationwide Transport) Depot at Islington about 1982, not to scale. The container freight cars
were switched into the pair of sidings for offloading to road vehicles, using the head shunt. A much larger facility was built on
the other side of the line, to the right of Regency Road, replacing this area, so there is little evidence of this yard having ever
existed. The Red lines indicate the “Inglenook” which was shunted every day!
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SMALLLAYOUTS?
Having a large layouts may be what we aspire to but
even if you have the space, you can still enjoy Model
Railways. Small layouts can be rewarding to build and
are achievable. A small layout can be finished fairly
quickly and provide enough challenge to make it
believable and realistic. You could make a couple of
them for yourself so you have even more variety.

You can try out some new ideas at not much cost to
yourself and work with new materials and try out new
ideas at not much cost. There is a lot to enjoy building
a space saving layout and it could act as a springboard
for a larger layout.

There are a number of sites dedicated to small and
“micro” layouts which can give you many ideas. Here
are just a few and all you need to do from this issues
electronic version is to click the graphics which are
also links!

CARENDT.COM
The late Carl Arendt set up this site for builders of
micro layouts. There are no particular limits on the
size or the scale of layouts but all the layouts are
interesting from a visual and operational point of
view.

The site was taken over by a number of modellers to
keep Carl’s legacy going and it is well worth a visit.
You will find plans and plenty of ideas on this site
which you can adapt to any layout or yard area.

THE PACIFIC COASTAIRLINE RAILROAD
Over his later life, Harold Minkwitz (Minky) set up a
4 x 8 (1200 x 2400) relatively simple layout that was
over the life of the layout at least 4 scales.

Depending on when you saw it, Harold’s layout was
at one point in On30” (1:48 scale), HO (1:87),
Sn3.5 (1:64 3ft 6 inch) and 55n3 (1:55 scale 3 foot
gauge).

These were all 16.5mm gauge (OO/HO) track.
Three foot was the “standard” Narrow Gauge gauge
in the United States and the 1:55 scale allowed him
to use HO loco mechanisms to go under whatever
superstructures he made.

All he essentially did to change his scale was to
change the scale of the figurines, the rolling stock
and the buildings. Items of scenery, such as foliage,
were of a size where they could be large or small.
Roads, for example, could be narrow or wide.

His website is brilliantly explained. It shows how to
make a number of scenic items such as foliage and
rutted dirt roads as well as weathering effects. All of
his techniques can be applied to any scale item and
his web site is worth a visit from an owner of any
layout.

WYMANN.INFO
This site offers a very full explanation of merging a
small layout into a “dream” one. The site includes
small self contained layouts, Inglenooks, interesting
operating strategies and provides more links to other
areas that may pique your interest. We will deal
with other useful links for other areas of Railway
Modelling in future issues.

There is a wealth of resources and more than we can
cover in these pages. There are many sites covering
electronics, layout designs, scenery construction,
different scales and a host of others simply waiting
to be found. In the mean time, you could write and
let us know what you find for future issues!

COMPUTERCOMPUTER
RESOURCESRESOURCES
FOR SMALLFOR SMALL
LAYOUTSLAYOUTS
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Ken Hughes built this nifty freelance
0-4-0+0-4-0 Garratt locomotive from two
Hornby 0-4-0 mechanisms. It is shown
on his O16.5 display layout at Corio,
Geelong in January 2020.

Models such as these are fun “could
have been” locos and it is certainly an
eye catcher in Red Livery.

Allan Ogden’s O16.5 “Glyn Halt” is about
as simple an operating scheme as you can
get but it packs a lot of details in a small
layout.

Allan’s specialty seems to be the making
trees, shrubs, grasses reeds and bushes. The
depth of this scene is only about 18 inches
or so but that path up from the halt looks as
though it could go on forever!

An On30 2-6-0 brings is just
leaving Arnold’s Creek to
Toolern Junction on the layout
of that name. Built by members
of the Melton Model Railway
Club in 2013, it was shown at
the Braybrook exhibition in
that year. The 4x9 ft layout has
been used as a demonstration
layout for hobby promotion
many times since.

NARROW GAUGE ON SHOW
IN VICTORIA

A collection of modellers photos to share with our readers.
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Above: Jason Macklin from The Western Suburbs
Railway Modellers in Brisbane sent us this photo of their
club layout which is made on doors.
Left: Jason hand crafted this model of the Macklin Arms
Hotel for the club layout using a variety of materials.

Above: Bill Cox hand crafted this house under construction using scale timber. The floor plan was drawn on to the card base
as a guide.
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Lance Mindheim’s LOS ANGELES JUNCTION RlyLance Mindheim’s LOS ANGELES JUNCTION Rly

AA prototypical freelanced example of a shelf layoutprototypical freelanced example of a shelf layout

Lance Mindheim is a Professional Layout Builder from Maryland USA. He has also authored a number of Model Railroad
books. With the Los Angeles Junction Railway, he has captured the essence of a typical American industrial area with this
version of an Inglenook. Here he tells us about his railway.

Why the Los Angeles Junction?
My interest in the LAJ goes back to the 1970’s
when I was in my teens and came across an article
about it. I realised I had space in the corner of my
den for at least a small representation of the line.

I had a full sized layout with my “Downtown
Spur” railroad in the basement so I did not need
the LAJ model to do that much. I just wanted
something I could look at to give me that “LAJ
vibe” as well as a simple plan that I could spin off
a half hour or so with an operating session.

The Section.
I chose a section called the Horn Lead to model
and did a “proto freelance” version of that. I
incorporated some actual elements from Horn but
also drew elements from the surrounding area.

Since corn syrup as a product is dependent on
placing the freight car in an exact spot, the layout
provides a lot of switching entertainment in a
small space. The “Sweetener Products” building
is not actually in this area but it is close enough to
be placed there with modellers licence.

The whole project was small enough that I could
finish the layout in a relatively short period of
time.

Despite the modest size and simple track plan, my
railway has provided a lot of enjoyment in both the
operation and the building.

The LAJ is a prime example of a switching
layout which follows the design principle
behind the original Inglenook layout. The
buildings are fairly easily modelled and could
represent many places in the world.

You can see more of Lance’s work on the next
page and also at https://lancemindheim.com/
and www.shelflayouts.com.
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Lance Mindheims Model Projects
Thurmond, West Virginia
project.

HO scale. These signature
brick structures were entirely
scratch built.

Thurmond River
Bridge in HO Scale
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Above: The quality of Lance’s workmanship is evident in this extraordinary photo of the Brooklyn Terminal module. The
image is so realistic it is quite difficult to realise that this is N scale.

AModern Era layout with a BNSF (Burlington Northern Santa Fe) flavour, set somewhere in Central Illinois.
The weathering on the bridge, the used look of the loco and the muted colours of the scenic details make this scene very
difficult to tell… but it IS a model!!
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Above: A GP-7 of the Rock Island is crossing Pullman Junction south of Chicago.
Even in its ultimate bankruptcy and closure, “The Rock” did its best to project a positive image and the paint
schemes lasted surprisingly well.

Above: This is the Shenandoah Valley, a 1950's era 24' x 11' layout in HO Scale. The Western Maryland 2-8-0 is hauling a
general freight into a passing siding possibly for a cross with another train.

In the 1950’s, freight cars were used as “Mobile Billboards” and these rolling adverts could be seen right around the lower
48 states, Canada and Mexico, before railroads adopted the “a penny saved is a penny earned” philosophy and simplified their
paint schemes and markings in the late 70’s.
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SCENERY
As I built and developed my “St Agnes Railway” in
its final form, I started to explore land forms. One
thing that became apparent was that some form of
visual break was needed on my smallish layout.

Without it, watching a train just doing laps could
spoil the illusion of a train travelling through a
believable landscape. In my younger days, making
mountains did not strictly appeal to me, partly
because I had not been taught how to work with a lot
of craft materials.

Your scenery choices are influenced by your own
experiences. You may want to emulate urban, rural,
mountain, grasslands, arid desert, forested, farm
fields or ice covered scenes. All of these will have
outcrops and mounds in some form.

In late 1982, a friend asked if I could help him build
a layout for his children. A size was agreed, the
boards bought and the track plan was designed and
constructed. It was surprising how much operation
was possible in a 180cm x 150cm (6ft x 5ft) board
with a central operating position.

The area at the front of the tunnel became a mine
and that layout went on to provide a lot of enjoyment
for his family. Part of the track plan was a hill along
the back with a tunnel. My friend’s enthusiasm for
scenery and land forms and inspiration from some
magazine articles of the time, actually got me started
on my own scenes.

THE START OFMAKING SCENERY
The “St. Agnes” was initially open frame so that I
could put in risers to give it some undulation. The
problem with this was the “drumming” noise where
I had my layout. The boards amplified the noise of
the trains to very annoying levels.

I had wanted to include multi levels of hills and
valleys, but I came to the realisation that short steep
gradients on my layout to create a short upper level
would make the railway look “toyish”. The steeper
gradients that would be necessary would also limit
train lengths severely and… I like long trains!

On the original version, I used set track curves but
unlike Peco/Hornby track, the geometry of these
curves did not provide enough clearance for larger
rolling stock to pass on curves without sideswiping.
I lifted the track and rebuilt the layout on a board of
12mm caneite and 12mm MDF laminated.

I was now back to a flat top layout using flex track
for the curves. I kept the “L” Girder frame work
underneath the board. If I later wanted to alter a
level on a part of the layout, it would be relatively
easy to do using a jigsaw to cut either side of the
track, through both the caneite and MDF, and
change the elevation with risers.

Fig. 2 The L Girder and cross braces are obvious here.

Some Easy Steps to Create Mounds and Rock Outcrops

Not to Scale
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Eventually I made the scenic divide with a short
unlined tunnel as well as an embankment and a
small hill. The tunnel in the scenic dividing spur
reminded me of a formation I saw in the Rockies.
The spur was also a reminder of a couple of rock
formations in the Canadian Laurentian Shield area
west of Thunder Bay in Western Ontario.

Fig. 4 The backdrop has been removed to expose the white
foam painted with the original brown tone. It was painted
because it was very visible in the layout’s first position. The
foam has held up well for the extremes it has been exposed to.
The white areas are not visible with the backdrop in place.

I then applied a rough thin plaster coat to the cliff
faces to simulate strata, rough brushing it with an
old mid sized paint brush at varying angles. At the
time I used a rasp file, a hacksaw blade and turned
the room into a snow flurry!

These particles did clean up really well with a
vacuum but fumes from foam are extremely toxic.
It is not a good practice at all indoors, but I did
not know that at the time.

Fig. 5 The mound at the back of the layout merges into the
backdrop and the foliage and ground cover merges enough to
make it look seamless. The square “tunnel” for a while held a
point motor which was disguised by a lean to shed. I have
since opted for mechanical levers under the layout, so it has
been left as a void for now.

I always try to re-use and recycle tools and materials
rather than discard them. This included the foam I
used for the hills areas, from the packaging of a new
appliance.

FIRST STEPS
Weight is always a consideration for model railways.
As we were expecting our first child at the time I
was building the layout, I knew the layout would be
moved around in our three bedroom house. It was
ultimately placed in our brick garage. Even then, the
layout was moved around three times before what I
now hope is its “forever” home.

As a teen, I spent some time in Scouts and also
remembered map reading in Geography and Army
Cadets. So in the area that I wanted to place a scenic
divider, I thought that it lent itself to a mountain
spur which to me was reminiscent of the mound in
the south east of the freight yard in Broken Hill.

AN IMPORTANT SAFETY POINTER.
Hindsight would decree that I should have used pink
or blue foam and a hot wire cutter but these were
hard to get at that time.
IN ANY EVENT, make sure that you work in a well
ventilated area when doing ANY work with
chemicals or plastics! And USE AMASK!

I have never been to Broken Hill by car to explore it
properly, but I have seen it many times when I was a
travelling technician on the Indian Pacific in 1975.
My scenic dividing spur became what I imagined
what that mound looked like over all. I used some
narrow white foam sheets and laid three strips in
contour mode. Then I started shaping contours using
a rasp file, a hacksaw blade and a long bladed knife
to cut the foam.

Fig. 3 The spur on the freight yard side with the cast on plaster
cliff face. The tones of the rock face were achieved with washes
of different earth colours. A black wash was used to finish the
area and gives it a granite like appearance in part. The white
area on the far right is remnant of snow melt suggesting a late
spring setting.
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PAINTING THE HILLS
I painted the tops of the mounds with left over paint.
Not wanting to waste anything, the trim was the “go
to” house trim colour of the late 70’s and early 80’s,
Mission Brown. That colour became the base of the
layout.

At that time, Woodlands Scenics Ground Foam was
only just appearing in Australia. So while the paint
was drying, I applied the favourite texturing of that
time which was coloured sawdust known as “scatter”.

The cliff faces were given a coat of a cream tone paint,
washed with very dilute umber and raw sienna paint.
This was followed by a very, very dilute black paint
wash was applied to those faces. The black tends to
run into crevices and highlight the texture of the rocks.
It is also a subtle form of weathering.

Fig. 6 The corner small hill with a “company house” nestled
among the trees reminiscent of a small house overlooking the
North Coast Line where a 1:1 scale rail fan lived in New Souh
Wales. A sitting figurine doubles as the resident railfan.

This hill still shows signs of the “Mission Brown” paint. With
trees, ground foam ground cover and dried used tea leaves, the
brown base looks much more natural.

Those efforts at scenicking seem pretty basic now but
they were my first and visually looked OK. The
application of a number of trees, scatter, lichen bushes
and a few figurines really brought the layout to life.
Those trees were Woodland Scenics and were presents
from my very supportive wife.

The foliage has been updated and trees replaced a
couple of times over 30 years or so, given the effects
of climate in the garage. As the layout is now indoors,
I am not expecting to replace my current trees for quite
some time.

Scenery of just about any level will make a layout
better than bare boards or frames.

THE ESSENTIALMATERIALS
I used combinations of...
1. White foam packaging. Use with Safety
2. PVAGlue.
3. Casting Plaster – This can be obtained from

plaster suppliers and is much cheaper than
Plaster of Paris.

4. Wipe cloths – Cheap Chux Type or washed
recycled cloths will do.

5. Cardboard cartons.
6. Earth tone paints – Raw Sienna, Burnt Umber,

Ochre, Brown and Black. Cheapest at a Reject
type shop.

7. A large plastic sheet to protect flooring.
8. A plastic container.
9. A couple of tall glasses of cold water.
10. A couple of cups of ground cover – ground foam

is preferred but coloured saw dust or dried tea
leaves would be good also.

11. Some clear plastic lids as bases for portable
rocky outcrop scenery.

Just note that you do not need to use new or branded
materials. $2 shops can supply the paints, boxes can
come from supermarkets and foam florist blocks can
be made into ground cover by using a grater.

Different combinations of materials have been used
on different layouts over many years. I have built or
helped build a number of layouts from that Christmas
layout to railways for friends getting started as well as
a few club layouts. Each time has involved a different
strategy for the layout and the scenery.

Because my “St. Agnes” layout lived in a detached
brick garage for many years, I avoided the use of
sche. Probably it would have looked fine for a while
until mice got a look in! However for indoor layouts,
paper towelling would be a good option.

ABOUT CASTING PLASTER
Casting plaster is very cheap. Depending on where
you live, check out a plaster suppliers place rather
than buying Plaster of Paris. Even a relatively small
area will need a fair amount of plaster and casting
plaster will ease your costs considerably.

Especially if you have never done this before, we will
start out simply. Very little terrain is perfectly flat so
making a few undulations or mounds will improve
appearances for fairly little effort. Casting plaster has
a relatively short working time so we will only work
in small quantities while we make simple undulations
to place on the layout top.
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UNDER THE ROCKYOUTCROP
I started with some clear plastic blister pack material,
cut to fit the spaces that I wanted to fit the outcrops.
Step 1. Cut a Base for your rock work from blister
packaging, plastic milk cartons or any other recycled plastic
into a shape to fit the area. Make sure that the surface is flat.

Step 2. Cut a scrap length of foam which will be glued to the
plastic base and ultimately covered with plaster and towelling,
then painted. Here you can see the clear plastic footprint
being used to get an outline on the scrap foam packaging.

Step 3. This is the outcrop in the previous step being test fitted
to the desired space.

To be close to prototype practice as possible, make sure there
is more than enough space for a scale figurine to be “working
safely” alongside the freight cars. This is the same for sidings
and main lines. The whole outcrop is shown for clarity.

Step 4. Another rock mound is being test fitted to the area
where it will sit. The foam is glued to a clear plastic base to
keep it level and it will be finished with plaster or plaster
impregnated cloth and painted.

.

You will need to check your clearances. Note the gaps
between the track and the rocks to allow for the safe
passage of a brakeman, guard or conductor when
switching sidings on the prototype.

Step 5. Showing the cut out section as an outcrop. It already
has a rough surface ready for the plaster. It will be glued to the
plastic base, just visible to the left, using PVA glue and left to
dry overnight.

Step 6. Three rock outcrops drying overnight. Knife cuts and
any rough edges will not be visible. You can just see the clear
plastic bases which will be covered with cloth and plaster.

These shapes are only a former and will be overlaid so in effect,
the rougher, the better.
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Step 9. When the glue was dry, I mixed some plaster and
applied it to the outer surface and enjoyed getting my hands
dirty.

I actually fast tracked a bit here. I had some premixed
skim coat in a tube and did not want to waste any of
it.

I used water to thin a few “dollops” of this plaster and
applied it over the whole outer surface using my
fingers. Which ever way you do this, repeat until you
have good coverage over the mounds.

You need to ensure that there is enough plaster, so that
the whole thing does not look like cloth wipes or
paper towel with a little bit of plaster through it.

Step 10. The plastered surface was again allowed to dry
overnight. If there were uncovered areas, I simply applied
more skim coat the next day. Again I allowed the mound to dry
for a suitable period of time.

Once the mounds were dry, it was a simple task to cut
off the excess plastered towel or wipes with scissors.

There are often mounds in railway yards. The track
builders removed what was necessary for safe access.
Mounds and outcrops were often left in place, simply
because there was no economic or safety benefit to
levelling or removing them.

GETTING STARTEDWITH PLASTER
Small outcrops will improve the appearance of your
layout for fairly little effort. We will cover the mounds
and make some simple undulations with our outcrops.

For this project I decided to try another variation on
the paper towel and plaster methods. Given that I am
now working inside the house, I did not want excess
plaster finding its way onto the carpet.

Firstly I applied some PVA glue over the foam bases to
hold the paper. The paper towel was cut over sized for
the shapes we just made and wet with plain water.

The paper towel was then laid over the mound shapes
with an application of PVA glue to help the paper both
settle and hold to the foam.

Step 7. The paper towel was wetted. A few drops will wet the
towel sufficiently. A layer of PVA glue was then rubbed over the
surface.

Step 8. The mounds were left to dry overnight. While the
mounds may show what is underneath at this point, we will be
covering it with a light coat of plaster when we come back to it.

Make sure you overlay the foam with extra paper
towel which you can trim off after plaster is applied
and dried. Being thin, it will cut with scissors or a box
cutter knife,
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Step 11. Test fit your mounds to the track area you originally
envisaged you would fit them to. The loose fitting will allow
you to vary the position, ensuring your model workers have
safe access around the site.

You may have to gradually get used to the sight of the mounds
in place and ensure that all your rolling stock has enough
clearance. The bases may not sit flat right now. However
when they are painted and you are satisfied that they look OK,
they can then be glued to the “flat earth” surface.

The above pictures show white plastered mounds
because I forgot to premix my colour into the plaster
first, but it is handy for clarity. We will do the
washes with colours here but a warning… I could
not find the original colouring for the base at first
and like many of us, I am not very good at colour
matching.

However mounds and outcrops can have different
colouration to the surrounding soils and dramatically
so until the soil and rocks weather and colours begin
to merge. You can also decorate the open surfaces
with sods of “grass” and “foliage” with either dried
tea leaves or ground foam and paint some granite
areas with a grey toned paint and washes.

The whole process is very flexible - and forgiving!

Step 12. Make up an Earth tone wash with a few drops of
acrylic paint in water. Stir it in until you get a light version of
what you envisage the final colour to be.

Step 13 Apply the wash a number of times to the rock surface.
Allow the mixture to run down the rock surface until it
darkens the colour of the surface, to what seems to be right for
you.

Step 14 I experimented with a mixture of Raw and Burnt
Sienna paints, either direct from the brush in very small dabs
or as very dilute washes. The darker washes make the textures
and crevices a little more prominent.
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The first application of wash did not look right as there
were too many red and brown tones in the mix. The
rocks stood out a bit too much under my lighting. I
could possibly have let it go and it may have mellowed
over time, but I thought I would give another go.

Step 15. After the previous effort, I found a light cream colour
paint. I applied a few small dabs directly on the outcrops then
thinly washed the whole rock with the original tone. You can
already see the tone mellowing.

Step 16. A test fit in place to check the colours for all the pieces.
When it is glued, the gap will be covered.

Step 17. A small outcrop (shown in Step 12 in a plastered white
tone) with no need to be removed for safety reasons or to avoid
unnecessary expense so it was left in place. This happened in
many yard areas around the world.

The outcrop will be treated with a darker colour in areas to
highlight the grain of the rock.

Step 18. We will apply foliage and ground cover which will
help break up any visual starkness. This will also mellow any
extreme tones. You can do this on a bench or on the layout.
After positioning, apply some PVA or Matte Medium on your
mound or to cover the “joints”. Sprinkle the foam or dried
tea leaves over the area and allow to dry.

Step 19. We are done! Compare these with photos in Steps 16
and 17 and you can see the difference some foliage makes.

I will dabble with colours of outcrops and the layout
basic ground cover until the next Work Shop.

Making scenery is a very satisfying aspect of Model
Railway construction and will enhance your layout.
In the next workshop, we will look at making your
own inexpensive ground covers.

Till Next Issue

Trevor
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Track cleaning is one of those necessary tasks that
Railway Modellers perform. Model Railway rails
have to act as live conductors against locomotive
wheels which are rolling power collectors. Track is
not a totally reliable method of delivering electrical
current.

Apart from dust, Nickel Silver track does oxidise
and form an insulating barrier and dirt does build
up. In either case our trains can run erratically or
stop. Flywheel drives on newer locomotives help
avoid this but they do not totally solve the problem.

There have been many track cleaners on the market.
Peco and Fleischmann make their own forms of
abrasive track rubbers. While doing the job, they
can start to leave their own residue on scratched
surfaces.

As an accessory, they are fairly expensive . They
can also wear down very quickly if the track is
really dirty. So the following strategies are intended
to show you a couple of cheap and effective ways to
clean your track and keep it clean!

FIRST THINGS FIRST...A BLOCK.
Depending on what you have got available, you can
make a small wooden block from an offcut, a pad
from 5mm foam core or a cork pad made from a
ceiling tile as a block or a wine bottle cork.

Cork from a wine bottle or a tile is my preferred
choice. Cork is soft on rail but has enough abrasion
to pick up dirt. You can apply track cleaning fluids
to cork once you have your track cleaning under
control.

A single cork tile will give you and a modelling
friend virtually a lifetime supply of track cleaners.

Step 1. Unless you are using a Wine Bottle cork, cut your
block to an appropriate size for your scale. The table below
is a guide for the approximate sizes to cut your blocks. You
will be looking for one relatively often so why not make a
couple?

As engineering level close tolerances are NOT required,
you have a lot of leeway with your chosen material. Bear in
mind that you need to be able to handle the block. For
example, an N scale block will NOT be half the size of one
for HO.

You can cut a wooden block with a saw, foam core can be
cut with a box cutter knife and the cork can be cut with a
box cutter knife or a razor saw. Cutting a cork tile or a wine
cork with a razor saw is my preferred option for this project
but the foam core block is a good back up.

The Following sizes are suggested only.

Scale Length
mm

Width
mm

Length
inches

Width
inches

N 45 30 1.75 1.25

TT 45 30 1.75 1.25

HO 50 32 2.0 1.25

OO 50 32 2.0 1.25

O 55 40 2.25 1.625

TOWARDS CLEANER TRACK AND WHEELSTOWARDS CLEANER TRACK AND WHEELS

by Trevor Gibbsby Trevor Gibbs
Keep Your Track and Train Wheels Cleaner To Make Operating More Enjoyable!!!
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CUTTINGAWINE BOTTLE CORK
Simply cut any plastic top part off then cut the cork in
half length ways as shown below.

IFYOUR RAILS ARE HEAVILY OXIDISED…
As mentioned earlier, proprietary track cleaning
blocks or rubbers can be expensive. An acquaintance
tried retrieving a reasonable quantity of used track,
very heavily oxidised. In the process of cleaning, he
wore out 5 blocks, so it was an expensive exercise!

When Nickel Silver (abbreviated to NS) track was
made more commercially available, the material it
took over from was brass rail which was obvious
when it tarnished and oxidised. When it was first
sold in the late 50’s, it was claimed that Nickel Silver
rail did not oxidise, according to the magazines of the
time.

NS rail was a far better alternative to brass rail but it
does oxidise but far less visibly than the brass rail it
replaced. NS is about 20% nickel but there is no trace
of silver. The name just reflects its appearance as it is
an alloy of Copper (about 60%) and Zinc. Brass itself
is an alloy of Copper and Zinc alone.

WETAND DRYABRASIVE
It is possible that older rails can be almost black and
that material is difficult to remove. Sheets of fine Wet
and Dry Paper held with a block are very effective
methods in removing the heavy oxides and dirt.

To preserve the running surface of the rails, use the
finest grade of abrasives. The higher the number of
the Wet and Dry, the finer it becomes. 1200 Grit is a
fine enough grade and this size will avoid pitting rails
and giving dirt micro grooves to accumulate in.

The cost will be about $2-3 dollars a sheet.

USING BLOCKAND PAPER – THE STEPS

Step 1. Holding the abrasive paper down over a table edge,
“break the back” of the paper by passing it over several
times with the abrasive surface facing upwards. Change the
angle slightly as you go. This helps break the adhesive
bonds of the glue to the paper and will help your abrasive
paper last longer.

Step 2 Cut the paper to maximise the size of your abrasive
compared to the block.

Step 3 Wrap the paper around your block and hold with
your fingers. The is an ergonomic situation where you have
to be able to hold and manage the paper around your block.

You also need to access the track around any objects at line
side. Be prepared to change your block size to suit your
requirements. We will make a tool for hard to reach places
in a future workshop.
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Step 4 - Lightly Rub the track in one direction unless the
oxidising is very heavy. You do not want to cut heavy grooves
into the railhead where more grime can accumulate!

CORKANDWHITE SPIRIT
Many of the commercial track cleaners are a White
Spirit compound which can be bought in big bottles for
under $10 at a hardware store.

Warning - Do NOT try to substitute Methylated
Spirits, Turpentine or Paint Thinners to your track as
then the plastic sleepers will not last long. These
otherwise useful cleaning fluids will leave a fine film
on your track and cause erratic operation.

So with half a wine bottle cork which we made
earlier...

Step 5 - Pour a small amount of White Spirit onto the cork
block. It is difficult to see here as the cork colour is simply
darkened by the white spirit.

White Spirit is very volatile and dries up quickly so
make sure you put the lid on the container between
applications. White Spirit will also dry your hands
quickly, so be careful of any skin reaction you may get.
Fumes can also be an issue so work in an open or well
ventilated area. This caution goes for any chemical,
some of which may also react with your plastic models
so use anything sparingly.

Step 6 - Rub on your track as you would for any other track
cleaner as shown in the picture to the left (Step 4).

Step 7 - When the cork block or wine cork gets too dirty,
simply use some coarse sandpaper and rub the dirty surface
over. If you have more cleaning to do, reapply the white spirit
and repeat. The block does not have to be “squeaky clean” to
function well.

CLEANINGWHEELS...
Clean track and clean wheels will help the operation
of your trains immensely. To clean your locomotive
wheels, you will need either paper towel or older
cloth wipes..

Step 1 - Pour a small amount of White Spirit onto the Cloth
Wipe or Paper Towel. I am using a recycled glasses wipe.
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The cloth wipes are preferable as the holes help
collect the dirt, acting in a soft abrasive fashion with
the aid of the White Spirit.

These wipes are textured enough to bite into the dirt
on your wheels, but not abrasive enough to wear the
treads or plating down.

Step 2 - Lay the wet wipe, paper towel or cloth wipe over your
track. Drive your loco onto the surface. Power the loco up
and hold it letting the wheels self clean.

Allow the loco to move a little along the wipe to remove the
dirt while the wheels are spinning. You may need to hold the
cloth as well to stop the wipe being crunched under the loco.

Step 3 - Moving wagons and passenger cars by hand back
and forth over the cloth will remove any dirt. You will need to
move the cloth across a number of times. A couple of train
lengths can be cleaned this way very quickly, but do not use
undue pressure.

Most brands of freight cars and goods wagons are
sold with metal wheels which attract far less dirt
than the plastic (Delrin) wheels I knew as a teen. I do
not have to clean freight car wheels very often at all
but the main problem is that they can pick up and
drop dirt. This dirt could cause your locos to start
running a little erratically if the locos pick it up.

The situation of where your layout is located such as
your shed, under a verandah or even indoors will
dictate how often you need to clean your wheels.

USING SOLVENTS IN MODELRAILWAYS.
We have been conservative here. Track cleaning
solvents are commonly available at hobby shops and
you would think that the makers have done their
homework with what is safe for us to use.

However because of the number of hobby shops
which have closed in the past few years, it has been
difficult to get any of those solvents. Restrictions on
mail means it is impractical to use mail order. We
have had very little problem with White Spirit as
suggested here.

As an alternative, if you can find it, you could try
electrical contact cleaner. One recommended product
by others is the CRC brand 2-26 electrical contact
cleaner applied with a cork block as shown in this
article. Those using this have reported minimal track
cleaning has been necessary.

Jaycar sell a similar in house Electrical contact
cleaner. I feel that it seemed to attack Peco’s plastic
base over a time when I used it to clean between
point blades and spilled a little. Regardless of what
you use, the recommendation is to use any cleaner
sparingly until you are sure it is OK for you.

KEEPING LOCOS RUNNING SMOOTHLY
Your locomotives will run smoothly as long as the
conductive path through the rails and wheels is fairly
good.

If you have access to a good arts supply store, get a
pure graphite drawing stick. Literally a very thin line
of the graphite is to be applied to the rail as shown in
the following diagram.

The theory is that graphite will reduce microscopic
arcing between the rails and wheels when contact is
not quite 100%. Although we mostly cannot see it,
the arcing will cause electrolysis and dirt will start to
form.

Do NOT try this with a regular drawing pencil as
these have a lot of non graphite material which is
effectively dirt anyway. Also as tempting as it might
be, do not cover the entire rail head as it will make
your rails very slippery!

Enjoy the Smoother Running of your Railway!
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CALCULATING SCALESPEED

An Easy, Effective andPrototypical methodof keepingtrack of your train’s speed

One of the keys to making a model railway look
like a railway is operating your trains at scale
speeds. Here we will look at how to visually
measure your speeds, All you have to do is be able
to count 5 seconds…

The subject of scale speed and how to calculate the
speed of your trains comes up every so often in
magazines and forums. Over the years, a number of
devices and strategies have been produced and
written about.

The strategies written about often involved using
complicated formulas which could send you
scurrying for a calculator every time you cared to
accelerate. Devices have included LED readout
speedometers in box car doorways and control
panel mounted speedometers triggered by Light
Dependent Resistors. These were easy to read when
the open doorway was in the line of sight but they
were not easy to install… and costly!

Like many of us, my main measure used to be what
looked to be visually correct imagining a "scale
man walking alongside the train". That was among
other strategies that were often used. I did get
frustrated by the guess work so I relied a lot on eye
level visuals. I later saw a letter in a magazine
which stated “In HO, the scale speed of a train (in
Scale Miles Per Hour or SMPH) can be measured
by the number of inches travelled in 5 seconds".

My “St Agnes Railway” (May/June 2021 RMA) has
a section of relatively straight track at the front 38
inches long. If that distance is travelled in 5
seconds, the train is travelling at 38 smph. Slightly
less was 35 smph and slightly more was 40 smph.

Checking this out on a calculator, I found this to be
very accurate to .05 of an inch, that is a 1% “error”.

Travelling half the 38 inch distance was counted as
about 20 scale mph, 6-8 inches less than the section
was 30 scale mph and so on. This suited the speed
of the freight trains I mainly run so this method
worked out quite well for a while.

About 6 months after happily working with this
system, I realised that with an HO 40 foot box car
being 51/2 inches to a 50 ft boxcar being 7 inches
long that I could check speeds in the yard by lining
it up passing a signal, pole, tree or other marker. By
counting 5 seconds in ANY SCALE when a 40 ft or
50 ft boxcar is passing, I could be travelling
between 5.5 or 7 scale mph.

With a little practice, you will be surprised at how
accurate you can be counting 5 seconds. I used
these methods on other portions of the layout where
I would not have been able to read a digital readout
boxcar if I had one. I could not justify or afford to
buy one nor was I able to make one at the time.

Some time later, I saw a very detailed O scale
layout which showed a recently "re-laid" section
complete with survey pegs which bought back
memories.

As a child in Adelaide, I would often scramble to
ride in the front of the “Red Hen” suburban railcars.
My Grandmother lived near a station of the Marino
line that had been recently duplicated. Being at the
front was the next best thing to having a “cab ride”
in a locomotive.

Survey pegs adorned the centre of the track at even
intervals. I would try to count the pegs as the train
accelerated and decelerated between stops. Once
used for track alignment, survey pegs are often left
to rot so they can last for many years, depending on
the extremes of weather.
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Fig. 1 A spike used as a track peg. Every fourth spike is
painted yellow to represent a multiple of 20 scale mile per
hour for easier counting.

I do not recall seeing survey pegs in North
America. However I did find a colour photo on
Page 175 of "America`s Colourful Railroads"
(Don Ball) showing a Santa Fe passenger train
negotiating a section of track with pegs clearly
showing.

I applied “survey pegs” to my own layout over
every 5 inches in a space of 80 inches using spikes
and clipped off the heads. I painted most of them
with a dab of white paint. Every fourth one was
painted yellow to represent “Start”, 20, 40, 60 &
80 scale miles per hour at the front of the layout.

The detail is small enough not to be outstanding
and most people have not noticed them at all. The
“in between” speeds can be worked out as a
portion of the 5 inch space.

BUTMYRAILWAY IS ANOTHER SCALE…
Not a problem! The 5 second rule still applies but
the spacing of the ”pegs” changes. Here is a ready
table for you.

5 Scale mile per hour spacings
SCALE PEG SPACING in

Inches

N 2. 75 (or 2 3/4)

HO 5

OO 5. 875 (or 5 7/8)

S 6. 875 (or 6 7/8)

O (1:48) 9.25 (or 9 1/4)

O (1:43.5 10.1

If the train starts at one spike “in the speed zone”
and passes over another 6 of the spikes in a 5 second
period, then the train is travelling at 30 smph.
Passing over 9 spikes would be 45mph and so forth.

HOWDOES THIS WORKWITHMETRIC?
Australia is a metric measure country. If you wish to
work in metric (which for model train speed
purposes only, I do not), then it is easy to use a
multiple of 5 scale kilometres per hour or “skph”
using the survey peg method.

5 Scale kilometre per hour spacings

Obviously you will need more pegs as the speed
factor is higher. For example 50 miles per hour is
approximately 80 kilometres per hour and you will
need 16 pegs by comparison to 10 for imperial
measures.

European and Japanese trains in particular are
usually operated faster in the prototype so a longer
speed measuring section is necessary. I would not try
to count a factor of less than 5 seconds as your
accuracy may suffer.

If you do this, particularly in N scale, you may
be surprised just how fast your trains have been
operating at.

This is because of the relative distance you are
away from trains in scale yards/metres from
where the action is and the further away you
are, the slower the train appears to be travelling.

WHAT IF I CANNOT SEE THE SPIKES?
Most of us can see trains progress around our
layouts but not necessarily can we see markers from
our operating positions. A further refinement on my
layout was when I placed telegraph poles at the back
of the layout.

SCALE PEG SPACING in
millimetres

N 43.4

HO 80

OO 91

S 108.5

O (1:48) 145

O (1:43.5 160
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Since writing the initial version of this article as a
link to a web page, I installed telegraph poles
around my layout aligned with the centres of the
track being 10 inches apart. For HO scale, a 5 inch
spacing for telegraph poles would be too close to be
realistic.

Because the track at the rear of my layout is a
gentle “S” curve similar to Figure 2, the spacing of
the poles gives these markers a slightly less than
geometric appearance. However they do align with
the 10 inch spacing

Fig. 2 This is representing the S curve at the back of my
layout. Note the slightly irregular spacing of the blue dots
representing the poles relative to the track centres - do we
ever see poles exactly evenly spaced in the big outdoors?

I still count 5 seconds so that if the train just passes
5 telegraph poles from your starting point, it is
travelling between 50 - 52 scale mph. Midway
between the third and fourth pole would be 45 scale
mph and so on.

Fig. 3 Here is 9653 Westbound on a through freight starts
a sectional count at the pole, just past the signal gantry.
Another GP unit is in the lower left area preparing to couple
to its Eastbound train which will meet the Westbound when
9653 “reaches” St. Agnes.

Mentioning modeller’s licence is appropriate here.
One of my phone poles is at a slightly tighter
spacing because of its location near the backdrop.

The next pole corrects this “problem” and I feel that
the uneven spacing adds to visual realism. The
centre spacings for each scale are shown in metric
and imperial in Figure 5.

This Pole Counting method is not very different to
that used by real life enginemen. I have often seen

loco drivers in Australia check their speedos by
timing mile posts, particularly on the Budd RDC’s
on the Commonwealth Railways. Commonwealth
Railways imported three stock standard RDC1’s
delivered in 1951.

By the time I was riding them in the early to mid
1970’s, the drivers were concerned about the
reliability of the speedometers and would regularly
time the mile posts. I also witnessed this practice in
the cab of an Amtrak GG1 in 1976 where the speed
indicated was just over 90 mph but the engineer said
we were doing the full 100 mph.

Fig. 4 Five seconds later, the train is about 2-3 inches past
the 4th pole. Therefore the train is doing about 42-43 scale
miles per hour!

Fig. 5 below - The track centre spacings aligning the poles
for each scale are shown here in metric and imperial.

Using the metric measure, the method of judging
the fractions of the distance between the poles is
similar in principle. Six and a half poles travelled
would be a scale 65 kph. Four and a quarter poles
would be about 42 kph and so forth. If you want to
use a 20km per hour spacing rather than 10, simply
double the numbers in the third column.

Now you can operate your trains at scale speeds and
verify your speed easily. Happy train driving!

SCALE Inches For 10 mph
spacing

Millimetres for
10 kph spacing

N 5.5 87

HO 10 160

OO 11.5 182

S 16.5 217

O (1:48) 18.4 290

O (1:43.5) 20 320
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